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Being a part of the Editorial Board member of this journal I welcome you all and thankful for submitting your valuable 
research works. Knowing your own interest is not an easy goal to achieve with perfection though. But, one should 
develop keen interest in studying the effects and applications of engineering and science in their researches. Any 
person’s mind is like a closed pot when it is not exposed to outside world. So this journal is a very good platform to make 
your work, ideas and innovations to get presented at universal level.  
 
It is an amazing tool to explore your potential. During education one gets exposure and assistance to drive out its way. 
New and brighter ideas pop in their minds, which can make the knowledge base bigger. After grasping the most out of it, 
a trained researcher could start work with relevant knowledge which would help him during the rest of research. The 
richness of journal is the most important factor. Richness means the quality of previously published papers of the journal 
and the number of citations to papers of the journal. Other factors such as the way the journal reviews the papers and 
which academies and institutions index journal papers would be considered too. Young researchers should be keen to 
learn to new things and read about them with full interest. They should read novel and new manuscripts published in 
reputes journals and presented in conferences to keep themselves informed about current / latest researches in the 
field of bioinformatics. They should also try to access good datasets because the dataset you are starting your work with, 
probably will be the dataset you chose to continue to work on because at that time you would have become familiar 
with it. 
 
 In addition, this journal allows us to move forward with a modality which we have been using for over years and with 
which we are associated with those who know us. It will offer us archiving and search capabilities and the look of the 
journal will be crisp and polished. It is would be better to have open access journals in the community! Being open 
access makes the chance of downloading your paper more than non-open access journals. On the other hand, these are 
beneficial to the user of under-developed or developing countries, where user cannot pay to read every new article in 
the field. We will be sure to have all of our entries peer reviewed and we therefore are sure that the professionalization 
of IJSER, which we all decided shall be the next step for us, will be accomplished successfully. 
 
 I am thankful to all my authors for sharing their research work and reviewers for sparing their valuable time for 
reviewing the submitted articles. 

 


